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By Johann Georg Sturm Painter: Jacob Sturm [Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons. Julius Caesar, when
documenting his campaigns in Gaul, noted that: Al the Britons doe dye themselues wyth woade, which setteth
a blewish color vppon them: There is one early find at the Iron Age site of Dragonby. The site revealed woad
remains, in the form of seeds and pods, as part of a waterlogged assemblage from a late Iron Age pit. The
exact purpose of the pit has not been identified. The difficulty of finding woad leaves archaeologically means
that we can only rely on the indirect evidence of the plant as a possible dye from Dragonby. Blue had negative
connotations within Greco-Roman culture, being associated with ghosts, death, and, perhaps worst of all,
barbarians. He used existing preconceptions for his political advantage. It is doubtful, however, that Caesar
conceptualized the lasting legacy his charged description would have on social memory and identity. Even
today, it is common to see depictions of ancient Britons painted blue, despite limited botanical-archaeological
evidence and possible evidence to the contrary. Woad was an important crop for some English abbeys during
the medieval period, and a key crop in England in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Enter vitrum as
woad. Caesar may not have a historical monopoly on shaping a narrative to support a cause. In fact, he may
not even have a monopoly on shaping his own narrative to support a cause. Still, just as there is limited
evidence regarding the use of woad in ancient Britain, there is limited evidence supporting the reasons behind
the historical trend in translating vitrum as woad. We know woad is a dye, and we know that it can color the
skin and that it can be added to a binder to make a pigment. Some experiments reveal that woad, when
compared to our perceptions of its color and use, is a poor choice for corporal decoration in terms of dyeing,
tattooing, or staining the body. Want to replicate the results of these studies or develop your own? Carr
describes her experiments in her article, and a link to my initial methodology and experimental recipes can be
found in the footnotes below. Find out for yourself whether it works by using woad and other pigments and
dyes to paint or dye your skin blue. The lack of recipes or physical remains is a challenge, but it is also an
opportunity to encourage the exploration of other materials, methods. Willyam Seres, , http: Van Der, Hall, A.
Princeton University Press, Clarendon Press, , http: Oxford University Press, She is a member of the
Secretariat for the group EXARC, an ICOM affiliated organisation representing archaeological open-air
museums, experimental archaeology, ancient technology, and interpretation. Her work promotes the
preservation of cultural heritage and explores perceptions about the past and social memory. She has
conducted ethnographic research among other archaeologists, woven on models of ancient Greek looms, and
painted people blue.
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The eyght bookes of Caius Iulius Caesar conteyning his martiall exploytes in the realme of Gallia and the countries
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A fairing for young-men, or, The careless lover. An aduice hovv to plant tobacco in England. A general
discourse against the damnable sect of vsurers. A boke, or counseill against the disease commonly called the
sweate, or sweatyng sicknesse. Gods free mercy to England. The noble-mans patterne of true and reall
thankfulnesse. A just and necessary apology against an unjust invective published by Mr. Henry Burton in a
late book of his entituled, Truth still truth, though shut out of doors. A sermon preached by Mr. Edmund
Calamy at Aldermanbury, London, Aug. Englands antidote against the plague of civill warre. The monster of
sinful self-seeking, anatomizd. The saints transfiguration, or, The body of vilenesse changed into a body of
glory. The Godly mans ark, or, City of refuge, in the day of his distresse. Eli trembling for fear of the ark. The
happinesse of those who sleep in Jesus, or, The benefit that comes to the dead bodies of the saints even while
they are in the grave, sleeping in Jesus. A sermon preached at Aldermanberry Church, Dec. Master Edmund
Calamies leading case. Saints memorials, or, Words fitly spoken, like apples of gold in pictures of silver. The
art of divine meditation, or, A discourse of the nature, necessity, and excellency thereof. A practical discourse
concerning vows. A funeral sermon preached upon occasion of the decease of the eminently pious Mrs.
Elizabeth Williams, late wife of Mr. The re-examination of two of the articles abridged. More wonders of the
invisible world, or, The wonders of the invisible world.
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The eyght bookes of Caius Iulius Caesar conteyning his martiall exploytes in the realme of Gallia and the countries
bordering vppon the same translated oute of latin into English by Arthur Goldinge G. [microform] By Willyam Seres
Imprinted at London

I wish there were more biographies of forgotten people. Edward FitzGerald, translator of Omar Khayyam It
seems strange that a writer who left the impress of his achievements so indelibly upon the golden age of
English literature as did Arthur Golding should have lacked a biography until the present day. A debt of
gratitude is due Louis Thorn Golding of Brookline, Massachusetts, for the industry and enthusiasm that has at
last brought about publication of an adequate book on the foremost translator of the Shakespearean era. Under
the quaint title of An Elizabethan Puritan, [1] Mr. The presentation is sound and scholarly, showing that
considerable pains have been taken in locating original documentary sources, and the narrative is smoothly
contrived throughout. Like Robert Greene, Thomas Nash, Edward Fitzgerald, George Borrow, Constable and
Gainsborough, and many another poet, dramatist and painter who has played an important part in the
development of English art, Arthur Golding was born in East Anglia, the south-eastern country which is, quite
appropriately enough, the first corner of Britain to greet the morning sun. Not least among the ancients of this
group, Golding can be accorded unique honours for his pioneering spirit and the fact that his many important
translations helped mould the thoughts, artistic destinies and religious beliefs of many of the most remarkable
minds that England has produced. Born at the manor of Belchamp St. His mother, Ursula Marston Golding,
was the second wife of her husband and a lady of brains and character from whom the translator appears to
have inherited habits of industry and sobriety, as well as his strong religious convictions. But the Elizabethan
age has other examples to offer of such seemingly contradictory personalities. That is perhaps one reason why
it is difficult at times for modem students to get a true perspective on the human elements involved in the
flowering of the English Renaissance. John Golding died in , leaving his principal estates to his eldest son
Thomas. But the rest of the family must have been well provided for, as an elder daughter Margery married
John de Vere, 16th Earl of Oxford, on the 5th of August in the year following. He appears to have left without
taking a degree some time after Mary Tudor came to the throne, the inference being that state pressure exerted
upon Cambridge teachers at this unhappy period for their addiction to the principles of the Protestant
Reformation made college life too uncertain for students of the same faith. But Arthur Golding was a born
scholar with an unusual aptitude for foreign tongues and his lack of a college degree proved no bar to his
mastery of classic Latin and contemporary French. Money and property ran through his fingers like
quicksilver. His end in May , old, broken in health, debt-ridden to the last, is too sad to dwell upon. Speaking
of the Metamorphoses, Sir Sidney Lee says: During this period Golding worked upon his translations of the
Latin poet, which were printed in and with dedications to Robert, Earl of Leicester. The 17th Earl of Oxford is
definitely known to have been an accomplished Latin scholar as well as a poet of marked ability. Gabriel
Harvey bears witness to this. They must mean that Edward de Vere had done outstanding work which is either
lost or has not come down to us under his own name. That Golding also acted as tutor and general adviser to
his nephew can be taken for granted, for the translator addresses Oxford in such a dual spirit in dedications of
books published in and For â€¦ it is not unknown to others, and I have had experience thereof myself, how
earnest a desire your honour hath naturally graffed in you to read, peruse, and communicate with others as
well the histories of ancient times, and things done long ago, as also of the present estate of things in our days,
and that not without a certain pregnancy of wit and ripeness of understanding. The which do not only rejoice
the hearts of all such as bear faithful affection to the honourable house of your ancestors, but also stir up great
hope and expectation of such wisdom and experience in you in times to come, as is meet and beseeming for so
noble a race. Then, after urging young Oxford to emulate the examples of Epaminondas of Thebes and
Arymba of Epirus who were not only great soldiers but scholars and peace-makers as well, he concludes: Let
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these and other examples encourage your tender years â€¦ to proceed in learning and virtue. Lack of space
prevents mention of more than two or three such parallels here: In the first chapter of the Historyes we find the
story of Cyrus, ruler of the Persian Empire, and his defeat and death by the unusual strategy of the Scythian
queen Tomyris. Turning to Shakespeare 1 Henry Sixth, II, 3 , we discover the Countess of Auvergne planning
the capture and murder of the English hero Talbot with comments such as these: The connection here is
unmistakable for Trogus Pompeius seems to be the one historian of the period who refers to Tomyris as a
Scythian queen. Herodotus, and others speak of her as Queen of the Massagetae. Again, in this book dedicated
to Lord Oxford by Arthur Golding we read of Semiramis the mythical queen of Assyria and her criminal
exploits, with her own son Ninyas. And in the introduction to The Taming of the Shrew, the lord who plays
the practical joke on Sly, the drunken tinker, promises him â€¦a couch Softer and sweeter than the lustful bed
On purpose trimmed up for Semiramis. The account of Alexander the Great in Trogus Pompeius is
particularly well handledâ€”a model of clear and concise reporting. Two dramatic incidents in this miniature
biography of the classic superman seem to have fixed themselves in the memory of Shakespeare.
Alexander,â€”Got knows, and you know,â€”in his rages and his furies, and his wraths, and his cholers, and his
moods, and his displeasures, and his indignations, and also being a little intoxicates in his prains, did, in his
ales and his angers, look you, kill his pest friend, Cleitus. It is reported in the ancient chronicle in this wise:
The old noblewoman Paulina offers him this cold but familiar comfort Act V. Care not for issue: The crown
will find an heir: Altogether, there are ten or more clear-cut allusions in the plays to memorable
characterizations and passages that appear in Arthur Golding translation of Trogus Pompeius. In addition,
Shakespeare seems to have drawn heavily upon the book in naming many of his dramatic personages. Fully a
dozen of the heroes of antiquity that Golding re-vitalized for the delectation of his brilliant nephew reappear in
name if not in exact characterization in the Shakespearean comedies and tragediesâ€”exclusive of the Roman
plays, modeled directly upon Plutarch. Of all the inhabitants of the isle, the civilest are the Kentish-folke. Also
in Cymbeline III. Half a dozen pointed references in various plays to the fact that an uncle can, if he will,
fulfill the offices of a missing parent, come readily to mind. And thy uncle will As dear be to thee as thy father
was. Rosalind, disguised as a backwoods youth, meets Orlando in the forest and is complimented upon her
refined accent. I have been told so of many: Courthope in his History of English Poetry describes him
appropriately enough in exactly the same words that Shakespeare uses to characterize Falstaff: I findâ€¦that
there is much more in him of understanding than any stranger to would think. And for my own part I find that
whereof I take comfort in his wit and knowledge grown by good observation. Whosoever walketh without it
walketh but in darkness, though he were otherwise as sharp-sighted as Linceus, or Argus, and had all the
sciences, arts, cunning, eloquence, and wisdom of the world. For many generations writers on the Elizabethan
period who did not bother to look closely into the matter have held the opinion that this good advice of Arthur
Golding was thrown away on Edward Earl of Oxford, and that the talented but eccentric young nobleman
degenerated into a quarrelsome wastrel, a treasonable turn-coat in religion, in brief, a flighty nonentity who
was chiefly distinguished for his monumental debts and his differences with Sir Philip Sidney. But the actual
facts of his life, as they have been dredged up from the original records of the times by J. Ward and others of
recent years, tell a far different story. Lord Oxford appears to have been the most misunderstood and
persistently misrepresented poet that was ever born in England. His talents as a scholar, an entertainer and a
comedian fused into focus as his wealth declined, and the best of evidence now exists to show that he was
really the creative power behind the development of the Shakespearean stage. That he wrote the plays and
poems generally credited to the unschooled and untravelled business man of Stratford-on-Avon who had such
difficulty in penning his own signature, a very substantial mass of testimony bears witness. We also know that
while Lord Oxford never announced himself a Calvinist, as his uncle may have hoped he would, his spiritual
stamina was sufficient to enable him to rise above the mistakes and misadventures of early manhood which
had landed him in the Tower on two separate occasions. Some of the valuable properties which Arthur
Golding sacrificed so mysteriously at about the same period undoubtedly went to help the Earl out of these
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embarrassments. In any event, Oxford lived long enough to emerge from the shadows. When James I came to
the throne in he rescued the poet-peer from official obscurity and financial uncertainty and made him a
member of the Royal Privy Council. Neither is there any evidence to show that Edward de Vere had achieved
notable success in any fields other than poetry, music and playwriting when James arrived in England. The
Master of the Revels adds other significant words in defence of the peer who had unquestionably lost caste by
becoming a public playwright, ending as follows: I spea k bu t what I know, for he vouchsafed me. Expert
opinion informs us that From first to last there is not a play in the Folio entirely free from a suggestion of a use
of the Psalms. Even the Sonnets are not devoid of quotations from the Psalms. If Shakespeare made instinctive
and spontaneous use of any part of Scripture it was of the Psalter. Noble was granted a scholarship by the
University of Liverpool to carry out his research. He also secured the advisory co-operation of the greatest
living authorities on the history of English Biblical publication and the Shakespearean texts. He seems to have
been in no way concerned with the problem of the disputed authorship of the plays and expresses the orthodox
point of view throughout his investigation that Shakespeare the dramatist was a citizen of Stratford-on-Avon.
He soon found, however, that. There has as yet been no adequate proof adduced that the English Bible,was
taught generally in country schools between and , or if we agree that Shakespeare served as an usher, even as
late as It is beyond all shadow of doubt says our authority that on occasions Shakespeare used the Genevan,
just as on others he used the Bishops; and on others again, a rendering found in the Prayer Book. We have
italicized some of Mr. Certainly his knowledge of the Psalms is greater than the ordinary layman might be
expected to acquire by attendance at church. It would account for his acquaintance with some of the elements
of vocal music. For contemporary accounts of Elizabethan theatrical affairs, as published by Sir E. Chambers
and others, tell us that beginning in and continuing for an indefinite period thereafter, Lord Oxford was the
patron of a company of junior players made up from choir-boys of the Chapel Royal and St. As a poet,
playwright and gifted musician himself, the Earl must certainly have familiarized himself with the routine of
these choir singers before selecting them to appear under his patronage. The evidence that brings Arthur
Golding and the Bard within the same creative orbit is too extensive to have been accidental. Just as Sir
Sidney Lee and other orthodox authorities have concluded, the dramatist is mentally akin to the translator.
Such being the case, it would seem not only possible but very natural to find that these two outstanding
Elizabethan writers had enjoyed personal relations. But no scrap of testimony can be produced to show that
the Stratford citizen ever met Golding. As it turns out, the Golding, Oxford-Shakespeare lead opens up so
many new lines of evidence contributory to a realistic solution of the new authorship theory that its most
important phases can be sketched only in barest outline here. Another Golding Book That Influenced the Bard
In , the same year that Harvey, the Cambridge pundit, saw fit to reprove the Earl of Oxford publicly for
devoting himself to the pen instead of the spear, Arthur Golding issued from the press of John Day a
translation of Seneca. The title, rendered in modern English, reads: The work of the excellent Philosopher
Lucius Annaeus Seneca concerning Benefiting, that is To say the doing, receiving, and requiting of good
Turns. Thus in King Lear we find that the law of benefiting is not observed by either party, for the Kim, never
ceases to recount the good he has done and the gratitude that is owed him while his undutiful daughters forget
altogether the benefits they have received and fail to be grateful for them. It is a notable fact that Lord Oxford,
like King Lear, was the father of three daughters. As he grew older and his estates dwindled, the nobleman
experienced increasing difficulty in supporting the young ladies in accordance with their social positions. It
therefore came about that his father-in-law, the great Lord Burghley, forced Oxford from time to time to sign
away rights in Castle Hedingham and other ancient family properties in order to insure the economic future of
these girlsâ€”though all three seem to have been Cordelias when left to their own inclinations. The influence
of Seneca as a dramatist on Shakespeare is so obvious that comment would be tedious. The Roman
philosopher-playwright is mentioned by name in Hamlet and quoted or referred to more than twenty-five
times in six or seven different plays. Certain important elements in Hamlet derive as directly from Senecan
psychology as does the gratitude theme of Lear. But perhaps the most extraordinary of all appears in the
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philosophic motif of that charming song, in As You Like It: Blow, blow, thou winter wind.
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The eyght bookes of Caius Iulius Caesar conteyning his martiall exploytes in the realme of Gallia by Julius Caesar, , By
Willyam Seres edition, in English.

Motivations[ edit ] The victories in Gaul won by Caesar had increased the alarm and hostility of his enemies at
Rome , and his aristocratic enemies, the boni , were spreading rumors about his intentions once he returned
from Gaul. The boni intended to prosecute Caesar for abuse of his authority upon his return, when he would
lay down his imperium. Such prosecution would not only see Caesar stripped of his wealth and citizenship,
but also negate all of the laws he enacted during his term as Consul and his dispositions as pro-consul of Gaul.
To defend himself against these threats, Caesar knew he needed the support of the plebeians , particularly the
Tribunes of the Plebs, on whom he chiefly relied for help in carrying out his agenda. The Commentaries were
an effort by Caesar to directly communicate with the plebeians â€” thereby circumventing the usual channels
of communication that passed through the Senate â€” to propagandize his activities as efforts to increase the
glory and influence of Rome. By winning the support of the people, Caesar sought to make himself
unassailable from the boni. Among these, Diviciacus and Vercingetorix are notable for their contributions to
the Gauls during war. Diviciacus[ edit ] Book 1 and Book 6 detail the importance of Diviciacus, a leader of the
Haedui Aedui , which lies mainly in the friendly relationship between Caesar and Diviciacus [Diviciaci] quod
ex Gallis ei maximam fidem [Caesar] habebat I, His brother, Dumnorix had committed several acts against
the Romans because he wanted to become king quod eorum adventu potentia eius deminuta et Diviciacus
frater in antiquum locum gratiae atque honoris sit restitutus and summam in spem per Helvetios regni
obtinendi venire I, 41 ; thus Caesar was able to make his alliance with Diviciacus even stronger by sparing
Dumnorix from punishment while also forcing Diviciacus to control his own brother. Diviciacus had, in tears,
begged Caesar to spare the life of his brother, and Caesar saw an opportunity to not only fix his major problem
with Dumnorix, but also to strengthen the relationship between Rome and one of its small allies. Another
major action taken by Diviciacus was his imploring of Caesar to take action against the Germans and their
leader, Ariovistus. His fear of Ariovistus and the general outcry from the Gallic people led Caesar to launch a
campaign against the Germans, even though they had been considered friends of the Republic. This appears in
Book VII, chapters When it was clear that Caesar had defeated the Gallic rebellion, Vercingetorix offered to
sacrifice himself, and put himself at the mercy of Caesar, in order to ensure that his kinsmen were spared.
Today, Vercingetorix is seen in the same light as others who opposed Roman conquest; he is now considered a
national hero in France and a model patriot. He depicts the Germans as primitive hunter gatherers with diets
mostly consisting of meat and dairy products who only celebrate earthly gods such as the sun, fire, and the
moon 6. German women reportedly wear small cloaks of deer hides and bathe in the river naked with their
fellow men, yet their culture celebrates men who abstain from sex for as long as possible 6. Caesar concludes
in chapters by describing the Germans living in the almost-mythological Hercynian forest full of ox with horns
in the middle of their foreheads, elks without joints or ligatures, and uri who kill every man they come across.
However, the distinguishing characteristic of the Germans for Caesar, as described in chapters 23 and 24, is
their warring nature, which they believe is a sign of true valour hoc proprium virtutis existimant, 6. The
Germans have no neighbors, because they have driven everyone out from their surrounding territory
civitatibus maxima laus est quam latissime circum se vastatis finibus solitudines habere, 6. Their greatest
political power resides in the wartime magistrates, who have power over life and death vitae necisque habeant
potestatem, 6. While Caesar certainly respects the warring instincts of the Germans, [4] he wants his readers to
see that their cultures are simply too barbaric, especially when contrasted with the high-class Gallic Druids
described at the beginning of chapter six. The name "Germani" is even of Roman origins, showing how the
identity of the Germans is tilted by Roman perceptions and prejudices. In chapter 13 he mentions the
importance of Druids in the culture and social structure of Gaul at the time of his conquest. Chapter 14
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addresses the education of the Druids and the high social standing that comes with their position. He first
comments on the role of sacrificial practices in their daily lives in chapter Caesar highlights the sacrificial
practices of the Druids containing innocent people and the large sacrificial ceremony where hundreds of
people were burnt alive at one time to protect the whole from famine, plague, and war DBG 6. Chapter 17 and
18 focuses on the divinities the Gauls believed in and Dis, the god which they claim they were descended
from. Caesar spent a great amount of time in Gaul and is one of the best preserved accounts of the Druids from
an author who was in Gaul. There is no doubt that the Druids offered sacrifices to their god. However,
scholars are still uncertain about what they would offer. Caesar, along with other Roman authors, assert that
the Druids would offer human sacrifices on numerous occasions for relief from disease and famine or for a
successful war campaign. Caesar provides a detailed account of the manner in which the supposed human
sacrifices occurred in chapter 16, claiming that "they have images of immense size, the limbs of which are
framed with twisted twigs and filled with living persons. These being set on fire, those within are
encompassed by the flames" DBG 6. Caesar, however, also observes and mentions a civil Druid culture. In
chapter 13, he claims that they select a single leader who ruled until his death, and a successor would be
chosen by a vote or through violence. Also, in chapter 13, the famed Roman also mentions that the druids
observed "the stars and their movements, the size of the cosmos and the earth, the world of nature, and the
powers of deities," signifying to the Roman people that the druids were also versed in astrology, cosmology,
and theology. Although Caesar is one of the few primary sources on the druids, many believe that he had used
his influence to portray the druids to the Roman people as both barbaric, as they perform human sacrifices,
and civilized in order to depict the Druids as a society worth assimilating to Rome DBG 6. They were bitter
rivals who both sought to achieve the greatest honors "and every year used to contend for promotion with the
utmost animosity" [omnibusque annis de locis summis simultatibus contendebant] DBG 5. Their garrison had
come under siege during a rebellion by the tribes of the Belgae led by Ambiorix. They showed their prowess
during this siege by jumping from the wall and directly into the enemy despite being completely outnumbered.
During the fighting, they both find themselves in difficult positions and are forced to save each other, first
Vorenus saving Pullo and then Pullo saving Vorenus. Through great bravery they are both able to make it
back alive slaying many enemies in the process. They return to the camp showered in praise and honors by
their fellow soldiers. The phrase, Sic fortuna in contentione et certamine utrumque versavit, ut alter alteri
inimicus auxilio salutique esset, neque diiudicari posset, uter utri virtute anteferendus videretur, is used to
emphasize that though they started out in competition, they both showed themselves to be worthy of the
highest praise and equal to each other in bravery DBG 5. Caesar uses this anecdote to illustrate the courage
and bravery of his soldiers. Since his forces had already been humiliated and defeated in previous
engagements, he needed to report a success story to Rome that would lift the spirits of the people.
Furthermore, the tale of unity on the battlefield between two personal rivals is in direct opposition to the
disunity of Sabinus and Cotta , which resulted in the destruction of an entire legion. Thus, Caesar turns a
horrifying military blunder into a positive propaganda story. Hostages exchanges[ edit ] In the first two books
of De bello Gallico, there are seven examples of hostage exchanges. First, the Helveti exchange hostages with
the Sequani as a promise that the Sequani will let the Helveti pass and that the Helveti will not cause mischief
1. The Helveti also give Caesar hostages to ensure that the Helveti keep their promises 1. In book two, the
Belgae were exchanging hostages to create an alliance against Rome 2. Later in the book Caesar receives
hostages from the Aedui 2. Today the term hostage has a different connotation than it did for the Ancient
Romans, which is shown in the examples above. Where the Romans did take prisoners of war, hostages could
also be given or exchanged in times of peace. The taking of hostages as collateral during political
arrangements was a common practice in ancient Rome. Two examples of this is when Caesar demands the
children of chieftains 2. However, as seen by Caesar, sometimes it was only a one-way exchange, with Caesar
taking hostages but not giving any. Cities often moved to revolt against Rome, even though hostages were in
Roman custody. Occasionally, hostages would be entrusted to a neutral or mediating party during a revolt,
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such as the time one hundred hostages surrendered by the Senones were placed in the custody of the Aedui
who helped negotiate between the revolters and Caesar.
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The eyght bookes of Caius Iulius CÃ¦sar conteyning his martiall exploytes in the realme of Gallia and the countries
bordering vppon the same translated oute of latin into English by Arthur Goldinge G.

Who is Julius Caesar what did he do? Caesar was born into a wealthy family and he was a well educated child
who was good at sport. Julius Caesar was a dictator of the Roman Empire. He commanded theRoman armies
which conquered Gaul and helped pave the road for theRoman Empire. As a young man he rose through
theadministrative ranks of the Roman republic, accumulating poweruntil he was elected consul in 59 B. Over
the next 15 years heled Roman armies against enemies abroad, especially in Gaul, whilefighting Pompey and
others for political control at home. That rule was short-lived: He was also ina relationship with Cleopatra in
46 B. Julius Caesar is seen as the greatest military commander the Romans ever had. He was also a statesman,
a lawyer and an author. He won all the battles of this war and during its course became the ruler of Rome.
Caesar concentrated power in his hands and ruled for five years, even though constitutionally, you could be
the head of the Roman Republic for one year. Caesar wanted to restore stability in a Roman Republic which
was poorly equipped to deal with the weight of imperial expansion. The central government had lost control
over the empire. The governors of the Roman provinces conquered territories behaved as if the provinces were
their personal fiefs. Tax collection was entrusted top private individuals who "farmed" taxation to line their
pockets. Military commanders used military violence, or the threat of it, to obtain what they wanted. Caesar
concentrated power in his hands because he wanted a strong central government which was capable of
controlling the empire. He reformed the Roman calendar and introduced the Julian calendar, which, apart from
some minor modifications introduced by Pope Gregory XIII in , is the calendar we still use today. Caesar is
also famous for his assassination. There were people who thought that Caesar wanted to become a tyrant and
murdered him in a conspiracy. The Roman Republic eventually fell and Augustus established the absolute
personal rule by emperors. Julius ceaser was the author of the voyage,in reply to cato,on analogy, Share to:
What did Julius Caesar do? Julius Caesar was a Roman general and later self-proclaimed emperor, who rose
through the administrative ranks of the Roman Republic. He was assassinated by his rivals in the â€¦Roman
senate on March 15, 44 BC. Caesar is noted for accomplishments including: Made the first Triumvirate with
Pompey and Crassus. Wrote a poem about Hercules. Published his history "The Gallic Wars". Made the
calendar that we use today Gaius Julius Caesar is one of the first greatest generals in Roman history. Julius
Caesar was a roman genral and a leader of rome, he came from rome.
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Chapter 6 : Arthur Golding - Biography and Bibliography
The eyght bookes of Caius Iulius Caesar: conteyning his martiall exploytes in the realme of Gallia and the countries
bordering vppon the same translated oute of Latin into English by Arthur Goldinge G.

Brief Biography and List of Works The prolific translator Arthur Golding was a younger son born into a
family of considerable substance, especially within the influential Puritan ranks. Married, with seven children,
the death of an older brother left him temporarily a wealthy man. The properties, however, had been
mortgaged to the Queen; and other encumbrances finally drained the resources he had inherited. Possible help
came from his family, and Louis Golding suggests that William Brooke, Lord Cobham a close friend of Cecil ,
may have been of assistance [Golding, pp. Golding died in , as noted in the Parish Register of Belchamp St.
This was the first of five classical translations that were to bring him fame. Notably the Puritan included in
both the Dedication and an accompanying Preface suitable admonishments to the reader to read these racy
stories in a manner that would ensure the appropriate moral lessons. What was surprising in the translation
was an innovation unexpected from the staid and in his other works stolidly unimaginative Golding. In poetry
far inferior in quality to that of the master whose work he was translating, and often inaccurate in rendering
the original Latin, Golding transformed a graceful, elegant account of the adventures of the classical gods and
goddesses into bawdy and irreverent stories of the adventures and misadventures of a mad cast of characters
closely resembling English country type of the 16th century. Hunters hunt and are hunted; the gods and nobles
as country gentry plot, sin, are punished, repent, sin again; the peasants cope as best they can, sometimes with
simple dignity, sometimes with clownish excess. The meter is often forced and uncertain, its irregular pauses,
interpolations and awkward inversions of syntax contrasting starkly with the irreproachable competence of
Ovid. Rhyming is similarly awkward, relying on inversions, varying pronunciations of the same word,
sometimes even using repetition of a word to achieve the desired rhyme. But these irregularities may well add
to the robust vitality of the work at its best. The story of Baucis and Philemon is dignified, restrained, and
touching. This association is important especially to those dedicated to the theory that Oxford was the author
of the works of Shakespeare. John Calvins Commentaries That he would have been aware of this momentous
project by a favored relative and possible father-figure during its creation cannot be doubted; that he exerted
influence on least parts of the text is demonstrable: This does not prove Oxfordian authorship; the
impoverished uncle may well have placed within his epic a device to increase the interest of his wealthy young
relative. Louis Thorn Golding [p. Published Works A briefe treatise concerning the burnynge of Bucer and
Phagius at Cambrydge, in the tyme of Queene Mary, with theyr restitution in the time of our moste gracious
souerayne Lady that nowe is. Translated from the Latin. Thomas Marsh, original member of the Stationers
Company, Printer. Translated out of Latin into English by Arthur Goldyng. Finished at your house in ye
Strond the second of Aprill. Dedicated "To the right Hon. Quarto, pages, London, Reprinted in , The Fyrst
Fower Bookes of P. The eyght bookes of Caius Iulius Caesar conteyning his Martiall exploytes in the Realme
of Gallia and the Countries bordering vppon the same, translated oute of latin into English by Arthur
Goldinge, G. It is dedicated "To the ryghte honorable Syr William Cecill knight, principal Secretarye to the
Queenes Maiestie, and maister of her highnes Courtes of wardes and liueries. Reprinted by Thomas Easte in
The XV Bookes of P. Ouidius Naso, entytled Metamorphosis, translated oute of Latin into English meeter.
Waldegrave; by John Danter; by W. William White ; by W. Heminge, and translated into English by Arth.
Heminge, Minister of the Gospell in the Vniusersitie of Hafnie. Reprinted , , The Psalmes of Dauid and
others. Dedicated "To Lord Edw. De Vere Erle of Oxinford, by Arth. The entire work can be found on the
Internet at [http: Wherein are set forth the cheef points of the Christian religion in manner of an abridgement.
A worke right necessary and profitable for al such as shal haue to deal with the captious quarelinges and the
wrangling aduersaries of Gods truth. Reprinted in , , A Confutation Of the Popes Bull which was published
more than two yeres agoe against Elizabeth the most gracious queene of England, Fraunce and Ireland, and
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against the noble Realme of England: By Henry Bullenger the Elder. Translated from the Latin and dedicated
to the Earl of Leicester. The benefit that Christians receyue by Iesus Christ crucified. Translated our of French
into English, by A. It has two epistles prefixed: Thomas Dawson, printer, for Lucas Harrison and G. Reprinted
by Dawson for Thomas Woodcock and G. Written at my lodging in the forestreet without Cripplegate the
John Caluin vpon the Booke of Job. Translated out of French. Dedicated "the last of December " to Robert,
Earl of Leicester. Augustine Marlorate, out of diuers notable Writers. Dedicated to Sir Water Mildmay. Now
englished by A. To the credit whereof an auncient Greeke copy written in Parchment, is kept in the Vniuersity
of Cambridge. Reprinted in by Richard Day and in by the "assigns" of Richard Day. The Warfare of
Christians: Concerning the conflict against the Fleshe, the World, and the Deuill. Dedicated to Sir William
Drewrie. Written by Jean de Serres. Translated out of Latin. Translated out of Frenche. The Sermons of M.
John Caluin vpon the Epistle of S. Paule too the Ephesians. Translated out of French into English by Arth.
Your brethren in our Lord, the causers of these sermons too bee brought to lyght. Illustrated , Written in french
by Theodore Beza. The woorke of the excellent Philosopher Lucius Annaeus Seneca concerning Benefyting,
that is to say the dooing, receyuing, and requyting of good Turnes. Translated out of Latin by Arthur Golding.
John Calvin vpon the fifth booke of Moses, called Deuteronomie: Faithfully gathered word for word as he
preached them in open Pulpit; together with a preface of the Ministers of the Church of Geneua, and an
admonishment made by the Deacons there: Also there are annexed two profitable Tables, one containing the
chiefe matters, the other the places of Scripture herein alledged. Translated out of French by Arth. Also in
together with the Julius Solinus. Editions were also published in , , , , and , all Quartos with maps. Translated
out of Latin into English by Arth. Begunne to be translated by Sir Philip Sidney, knight, and at his request
finished by Arth. Dedicated to Robert, Earl of Leicester. Reprinted by Robert Robinson. Politicke, Morall and
Martial Discourses. Written in French by M. A Godly and Fruteful Prayer, with an Epistle to the right rev.
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The eight bookes of Caius Iulius Caesar conteyning his martiall exployts in the realme of Gallia and the countries
bordering vpon the same. Translated out of Latin into English by Arthur Golding G. De bello Gallico.
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The eyght bookes of Caius Iulius CÃ¦sar conteyning his martiall exploytes in the Realme of Gallia and the Countries
bordering uppon the same translated oute of latin into English by Arthur Goldinge. London: Willyam Seres,
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Original t.p. reads: The eyght bookes of Caius Iulius Caesar conteyning his martiall exploytes in the realme of Gallia and
the countries bordering vppon the same, translated oute of Latin into English by Arthur Goldinge G. Imprinted at London
by Willyam Seres,
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